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XII                                                     PHYSICS                               MARKS:150 

1 to 10 units                                                                                             TIME : 3 HRS 

PART-I 

Choose and write the correct answer                                                        30x1=30 

1. The electrostatic force between two point charges kept at a distance d apart, in a      

    medium of ɛr=6 is 0.3N. The force between them at the same separation in vacuum   

    is       a) 20N            b) 0.5N           c) 1.8N        d) 2N 

2. The work done in moving 500µC charge between two points on equipotential  

    surface is a) zero    b) finite positive     c) finite negative   d) infinite 

3. A conducting sphere of radius R is given a charge Q. The electric potential and the  

    electric field at the centre of the sphere respectively are: 

    a)zero and Q/4πɛoR
2   b) Q/4πɛoR and zero   c) Q/4πɛoR and Q/4πɛoR

2  d) all zero 

4. A,B and C are three points in a uniform electric field. The electric potential is: 

            A   a) maximum at A        b) maximum at B 

          .B            C  E      c) maximum at C        d) maximum at all points A,B and C                        

5. If n resistors of equal resistances are first connected in series and then in parallel.  

    What is the ratio of the maximum to the minimum resistance:   

     a) n              b) n2                c) 1/n             d) 1/n2 

6. Fuse wire is a wire of -----  

    a) high resistance and high melting point    b) high resistance and low melting point        

    c) low resistance and low melting point      d) low resistance and high melting point 

7. The example foe zero Thomson effect is  a) Sb    b) Pb     c)  Fe    d) Cu 

8. The parts of the AC generator that passes the current from the coil to the external  

    circuit is a) filed magnet   b) split rings   c) slip rings   d) brushes 

9. Lenz’s law is in accordance with the law of conservation of---- 

    a) charges b) flux    c) energy   d) momentum 

10. A capacitor of capacitance C has reactance is X. If the capacitance and frequency  

      of circuit becomes doubled then the reactance will be   

      a) 4X          b) X/2           c) X/4          d) 2X 

11. At resonance, which is true?  

      a) current becomes zero   b) impedance will be minimum  c) XL>XC   d) Z>R 

12. Which of the following rays are not electromagnetic waves? 

      a) X-rays    b) gamma rays    c) β-rays    d) heat rays 

13. The reddish appearance of sun at sunrise and sunset due to    a) color of sun 

      b) color of sky    c) scattering of light   d) polarization of light 

14. When a drop of water is introduced between the glass plate and plano-convex lens     

      in Newton’s ring system, the ring system:  
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      a) contracts                              b) expands            c) remains same 

      d) first expands and then contracts 

15. Refractive index of glass is 1.5. Time taken for light to pass through a glass plate  

      of thickness 10cm is  a) 2x10-8s    b) 2x10-10s    c) 5x10-8s     d) 5x10-10s 

16. The energy of hydrogen atom in nth orbit is En. Then the energy in nth orbit of  

      singly ionized helium atom will be  a) 4En     b) En/4    c) 2En    d) En/2 

17. N1 and N2 be the number of atoms in ground state and excited state respectively.     

      At population inversion which of the following is true? 

a) N1>N2     b)  N1<N2   c) N1=N2   d) none of the above 

18. The elliptical orbits of electron in the atom were proposed by 

      a) J.J.Thomson    b) Bohr    c) Sommerfeld   d) de Broglie 

19. The cathode rays are ---- a) stream of electrons     b) stream of positive ions 

       c) stream of uncharged particles    d) the same as canal rays 

20. The photoelectric effect can be explained on the basis of 

      a) corpuscular theory of light           b) wave theory of light 

      c) electromagnetic theory of light    d) quantum theory of light 

21. The wavelength of matter waves does not depend upon---- 

       a) mass    b) velocity    c)  momentum    d) charge 

22. The unit of disintegration constant is--- a) degree   b) second-1 c) second d) minute 

23. After 1α and 2β emissions----  

      a) the mass number reduces by 6                b) the mass number reduces by 4        

      c) the mass number reduces by 2                d) no change in mass number 

24. The nucleons in a nucleus are attracted by  

      a) gravitational force  b) electrostatic force   c) nuclear force  d) magnetic force 

25. The nuclear radius of 4Be8 nucleus is  

      a) 1.3x10-15m   b) 2.6x10-15m    c) 1.3x10-13m   d) 2.6x10-15m 

26. The color of light emitted by a LED depends on 

       a) its reverse bias   b) the amount of forward current 

       c) its forward bias  d) type of semiconductor material 

27.  In a N-type semiconductor, which of the following statement is true? 

       a) holes as minority carriers and pentavalent atoms are dopants 

       b) holes as minority carriers and trivalent atoms are dopants 

       c) electrons as majority carriers and trivalent atoms are dopants  

       d) electrons as minority carriers and pentavalent atoms are dopants. 

28. Depletion layers consists of  

      a) mobile ions    b)  protons   c) electrons   d) immobile ions 

29. The intermediate frequency of superheterodyne AM receiver is 

       a) 455 kHz   b) 455 MHz    c) 10.7 MHz   d) 10.7 kHz 

30.  Printed documents to be transmitted by fax are converted into electrical signals by  

       the process of  

a) reflection   b) scanning    c) modulation    d) light variation   
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PART-II 

Answer any 15 questions       15x3=45 

 
31. How the microwave oven works? 

32. What is electric flux? Give its unit. 

33. What are superconductors? 

34. What is electrochemical equivalent? 

35. Two wires of same length and same material having the resistance of 5Ω and 10Ω     

       respectively, find the ratio of their radii. 

36. What is tangent law? 

37. What is eddy current? How will you reduce the eddy current? 

38. The rms value of current of sine wave is 30A, having 25 rotations per second.  

      Write the equation of them. 

39. Write the applications of Raman spectrum. 

40. Why the centre of Newton’s ring dark? 

41. Distinguish the hard and soft x-rays. 

42. The electron beam enters the two fields are acting perpendicular to each other, the  

      electric field is 3.4x104 V/m and the magnetic field 2x10-3T, if the path is does not  

      deviate calculate its velocity. 

43. What is photoelectric effect? 

44. What is binding energy? 

45.  Give a short note on baryons. 

46. What is avalanche breakdown? 

47. Draw the energy level diagram of N-type and P-type semiconductors. 

48. Prove (A+AB) = A   by i) Boolean algebra method ii) truth table method. 

49. Give the uses of CRO. 

50. The resting frequency of FM signal is 105 MHz, the maximum frequency is  

      105.03 MHz, when its modulated calculate i) frequency deviation ii) carrier swing 

 

 

PART-III 

Answer any 7 questions 

                      Answer Q.No. 54 coumpulsorily       7x5=35 
 

51. Write the properties of electric lines of forces. 

52. Explain the function of  Daniel cell. 

53. Define drift velocity. Obtain the relationship between the current and drift  

      velocity. 
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54. 4A current passes through a tangent galvanometer having 5 turns and 30cm  

     diameter. The earth’s horizontal magnetic induction is 4x10-4T, find the deflection  

      produced .                                           [ OR ] 
      Find the current is to produce the magnetic induction of 8x10-4T at the centre of  

      the solenoid having 4000 turns and length 3m. 

55. Explain the AC circuit with pure resistor. Obtain the phase relationship. 

56. If 6000Å wavelength of light is incident on the air film normally 6 dark fringes are  

      obtained between two points, then find the thickness of the air film. 

57. Write the properties of canal rays. 

58. Explain Lorentz - Fitgerald contraction. 

59. Derive an expression of de-Broglie wavelength of matter waves. 

60. The decay constant of radioactive material is 0.00231/day. Calculate its half life  

      and mean life.  

61. Explain voltage divider bias. 

62. Draw the block diagram of Amplitude modulated transmitter. 

 

 PART-IV 

Answer any 4 questions.       4x10=40 

 
63. Derive an expression for electric field due to an electric dipole in an axial line. 

64. State Joule’s law. Explain the verification of Joule’s law by using Joule’s  

      calorimeter. 

65. Explain the method of producing induced emf by changing the orientation of the  

      coil with respect to the magnetic field. 

66. Explain Raman effect. 

67. Derive an expression for radius of the nth orbit of an electron. 

68. Explain the radioactive law of disintegration. Obtain the relation between decay  

      constant and half life period. 

69. What is rectification?  Explain the bridge rectifier. 

70. Explain the analysis of amplitude modulated wave. 
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